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Friday November 27, 2020 12:56 pm PST by Mitchel BroussardBlack Friday halfway done, but there are still some deals to buy the iPhone from carriers like AT&amp;T; T, Verizon, and T-Mobile/Sprint. Note: MacRumors is an affiliate partner for some of these manufacturers. When you click on a link and make a purchase, you can get a small payment to help keep your site
running. &amp;AT&amp;2 T starting with AT&amp;amp;t; T, you'll find up to $700 off every iPhone 12 when... If fresh en ideas are a fun way to get the party started during the next gathering, consider playing your own home couples version of The Newlyweds game. The fact that it will forever have a place in american game show history and broadcast various iterations across
Australia and Europe- proves that it is the winner. The 1960s game adaptation allows you to make your own rules and you don't actually have to be newly married to play. All you need is a willingness to have fun and honestly answer questions about your old or budding relationship. So let the head scratching moments and the dirty look begin – and be prepared to learn a lot about
each other. If you're not familiar with this adult adult games (where have you been?), here's how it works: The first five questions, one person for each couple leaving the room, while the rest of us write down the answers. As soon as the questions are answered, they'll come back to find out your answers. In the second round of the five questions, simply alternative partners. You
may want to ask these questions to get started; then, come up with more thought-provoking (and somewhat uncomfortable) questions of your own. 9/1 Don't be evil. And be prepared to be very aware of how annoying you really are. 9/2 Cue a shy smile and red faces. With even more laughs, swap making love to the funniest euphemisms you can muster. Think about it: made
whoopee, closed the deal, busy, or bumped ugly. (You get the drift.) 03 from 09 Wild! See how good it feels to stop you from arguing about ending your arguments? 04/09 Must be forewarned: This is a memory test. And be prepared to be wrong: You're dead wrong. Just wait until the game is over to discuss the fact that you never seem to remember the important things. 05/09
Pause for compliments and then bow. Even if you and your sweetheart have different answers, it's still exciting to know why they think you're hot. 06/09 He revealed his deepest, darkest secrets. And no, you can't listen back to the answers. Try not to be of offenders when other partygoers fall down laughing at your sexual proclivity. 07/09 It's kind of hard to guess all three answers.
And the improbability of ever being allowed to rot on a desert island, at least, will encourage an interesting existential conversation. 08 to 09 Ah, the in-law question. This is particularly challenging – and can cause juicy debates – because it forces seemingly positive properties. 09 to 09 Whether it's loving or slightly off-color, these little nicknames you have for each other are going
to trigger giggles (or outright guffaws). This question originally appeared on Quora: How to make a better version of myself? Here's the answer from Leonard Kim, author of Etiquette on Social Media, as featured in Quora.Once you stop growing that, it's when you start dying. Every day, you either become an improved version of yourself or take steps backwards and regress to your
previous state. We don't really see these changes every day we live. Instead, it notices subtleties within weeks, changes within months, and results within years. They're either for the right or for the wrong. So how can we become better versions of ourselves? The answer is simple. Still, for all the things that are simple in life, it's also simple not to do. It's like brushing your teeth and
brushing your teeth every day. Some people do it and have pearly white teeth, while others have dental complications. First, we need to take care of our basic needs. This includes our philosophy and our health. I recommend these 11 steps:1. We sleep eight hours a day. Eat (at least) two meals per day.3. Do not live in the past or in the future.4. Live in the moment. Take the time
to appreciate what's around you.5. Have a generous attitude.6. Think of all that you are grateful for every morning.7. Let those people you are grateful to know that you are grateful to have them in your lives.8 Forgive everyone who hurt you. You don't have to let them know you're forgiving them. Just forgive them internally.9. Volunteer to help others. Expand this abundant
mind.10. Practice. Walk like 15 minutes.11 a day. Remove all expectations. Without expectations, there is no disappointment. If you do these things alone, you'll inevitably become a better version of yourself. However, what seems like we're looking for here is how to improve our skill set. So here we need to figure out what we want to improve and then create a game plan through
these nine steps.1. Look at you. Examine your weaknesses and strengths.2. Write down your mistakes. Write down your strengths.3. Sort the data. Find out which skills you want to improve, which skills you want to maintain, and which ones will come naturally.4. Create an action plan. Whether it's learning code, reading about progress, or repeating it until you get it off, create your
plan.5 Practice daily. Practice to improve up uncertainty. Practice as long as you feel you're fair in what you do.6. Take a risk. Try to exit the act of practicing and start acting on the skill set. If you want to be a better writer, start posting on your blog or on Quora. If you want to be a better seller, go out and approach some cold leads. If you want to be a programmer, solve the code
and see what you can fix or fix.7. Continue learning, learning, and take risks. Once you get the hang of things, your mind and mind will adapt to the habits that you've created, while coercion and momentum will keep you in a series of continuous improvements. However, as mentioned earlier, if we stop, it will deteriorate. So it continues to improve.8. Reward yourself for
improvement. Whether you're buying ice cream or soda, create a reward system when you reach small milestones to stay motivated.9. Don't worry about competing with others. Instead, it continues to improve every day. If you compete with yourself, you will be the best version of yourself. However, if you compete with others, you will probably be prone to disappointment, or
worse, a cap on growth. This is the basic outline of how to become a better version of yourself. Fortunately, all that is required are two things: You + your desire to improve. This piece originally appeared on Quora: The best answer to any question. Ask me a question and get the right answer. Learn from experts and access inside knowledge. You can follow Quora on Twitter,
Facebook and Google+. More questions: Source: 505 Games When I got the code for my inbox Death Stranding on my PC, I admit I was excited to hop into the game again. I played that PS4 back when it first came out and spent weeks in its sprawling, dense, and sometimes dull world. There was something fascinating about it. It's partly the audacity of some narrative and game
elements - where else you can play a game where the protagonist creates blood, urine, and feces to create weapons that are dangerous spirits - but that's also how pure it all was. Whether you like Hideo Kojima or not, you can't deny it's a Kojima game with its core. This Kojima stamp means that we will get a game that was both a technical master class, introduce new ideas about
how games can integrate multiplayer and online connectivity, and there was a story that was in its own folly up to its neck. Death Stranding was a game of the moment. It was something that would take advantage of the PS4 to create a visual spectacle while innovating in what has been there for its unique multiplayer collaboration. As you walked through America (yes, it's a great
plot point), you could see the capabilities of the PS4 in full bloom - the mountains rising in the distance, the river flowing around you as you crossed, the snow crunching beneath your boots as you trudged uncomfortably to your destination. Players could see the intricacies of mo-cap performances from the likes of Norman Reedus, Mads Mikkelsen, and Tommy Earl Jenkins. They
also feel the weight of everyone else playing with you since the game was a system of likes that allowed them to connect with other players without co-op strategizing or communicating. In conclusion, Death beaching is a lot of games. So while I was waiting to play again on the PC, I was staked. I would like to play All of it again? As it turns out, playing on your PC is not only a
great experience, but it allows players to play on a new platform that really highlights some of the game's greatest strengths. There are new sidequests and cosmetics in the PC version to encourage players to pick it up, but it's worth re-playing for two reasons: the power of the PC as a platform and that the game is more timely than ever. Bottom line: Death Stranding was released
for the PS4 in 2019, but the PC port is becoming the final version of the game thanks to improvements that make it playable on any type of machine. It's also, oddly enough, more relevant than ever. Smoothly running graphics improvements playable on different machines PC just might be better overall with the experience of the game New Half-Life / Portal crossover content No
super different from the console version There were a lot of jokes made about Death Stranding when it was first released in November 2019. The premise of the game is confusing, and the details of how the world works are even more so. It posits a world where a horrific event called Death Stranding caused everything to be run over by dangerous ghosts called BTs, causing a
population flocking to towns or underground bunkers. The only thing holding people together is the porters' transport system, which straps large crates to their backs and crosses the dangerous landscape on foot. You're playing Sam Porter Bridges, a man whose new job is to re-connect with America while delivering. Filed under GameNameXXX Title Death Stranding Developer
Kojima Productions Publisher 505 Games Genre Third Person Adventure Operating System Windows 10 Minimum Requirements See the game below size 80GB Playing time 40 + hours Players Single Player Launch Price $ 60 Even just a few months after Death Stranding appeared, however, we realized that the game is more on the nose than originally thought. Since most of
the world has been quarantined due to the COVID-19 pandemic, not only social distancing, but staying in their homes, it has become apparent that we need to rely on delivery men, concert workers and online retailers to get what we need. Sure, people focused on treating the disease (doctors, nurses, etc.) made all the headlines, but a lot of people putting their lives and health on
the line were the ones who made deliveries. There's also the relationship aspect. The game uses social media-like as a system where other players can give likes based on the things they build. For example, if another player uses a ladder that you've abandoned or liked with a sign you've placed, you can add a lot of likes. You don't get much of getting more likes beyond a few
small upgrades, but it's something that the player you desire. Just like social media, validating your good deeds and working with Death Stranding is something you aspire to, even if you don't convert any currency. A our reliance on the media has also increased since the pandemic, which means that Death Stranding not only feels more relevant, but also more in line with how we
live day-to-day. This insistence on current events elevates Death Stranding, making the otherworldly and sometimes confusing story seem tastier. The gameplay and technical aspects have always been the strong suit, not so much the story, which is too caught up in the world-building details and repetitive exhibition dumps that are truly relatable. Now we have a real connection
which seems to change how we perceive the game completely. It's funny because nothing foundational about the game has changed in the eight months since its first release. It's just that logic obstacle course players had to jump in to understand what Kojima is doing now is much easier to conquer. It also makes the message at the heart of the game stronger. Despite all the
nonsense about umbilical cords and prehistostora evolution, that characters say it's key to understanding Death Stranding, it's a story about relationships, and that the little things we do can have wide-ranging consequences. Even one as small as a package can make a person's day or give them hope for something better. This is a direct against many post-apocalyptic games
where humanity is expected to be cruel, which may be what players can use. This, in turn, can make the game attractive for those who have never played or think of a second game. Death Stranding: As smooth as you want it to be Source: 505 Games As I wrote in my preview of the game, Death Stranding is a powerful game that needs a powerful system to run. Whatever you
think of the PS4 at the end of the current generation and how capable it was, it was a strong enough system to run the game with minimal problems. I remember the game crashes maybe twice in the 40+ hour game and it was my regular, near the first generation PS4. I have 1080p and 30FPS small problem and this is usually enough for most people. Obviously, this game needs
strong tech to run. There are a lot of visual details about both the landscape and close conversations between the characters and everything needed to go smoothly. A player like Sam should be able to run through the ground without having to worry about loading devices as he goes. Obstacles are needed in his path to make walking feel as uncomfortable as it really is. You need
to know the meticulous of mo-cap actors' performances, or there has been a point in casting any first-class talent to deliver monologues or difficult exhibitions. Therein lies the main problem with the Death Stranding pc: You can only play with the right glasses. You can see them below. Category Minimum Specifications (30FPS) Recommended (60FPS) Operating System Windows
10 Windows 10 Processor Intel Core I5-3470 or AMD Ryzen 3 1200 Intel Core I7-3770 or AM D Ryzen 5 1600 Graphics GeForce GTX 1050 or AMD Radeon RX 560 GeForce GTX 1060 or AMD RX 590 Memory 8GB 8GB Direct X X 12 Version 12 Reference, I have a PC with an Intel i7-9700K CPU, 16GB RAM, and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1660. They don't have the very first
specs, but in most cases they get the job done. At Death Stranding build I played for review (which wasn't my last), I experience some performance delays and some crashes. I had to make the settings primarily for medium in order for the game to run for more than a few seconds. The amount of PC port settings means it's easier than ever to sit in a place where you can play
comfortably. Fortunately, the game, which runs on the Guerilla Games Decima Engine PC, still looks incredible even in the lower settings. Even in my settings, I could admire the looming mountain in the distance, and if I set my mind to it, I could walk over and climb that mountain. I have not seen any tool loading incorrectly or slowly and I have not seen much difference in details
and textures. In some areas, there may have been less grass, but I didn't feel like I was being taken out of the world at all. The water was still flowing, rocks were still plentiful enough to stumble upon me, and the trees were still properly tree-like. That was also the case with the console version, so it's nice to see how well the game is running to switch to pc. An interesting feature
that I played around a bit was the frame rates, which can be set up to 240FPS. It made the game when it first started up looking like a soap opera when it wasn't for the cut scenes - good old motion smoothing. That's the most obvious thing about Sam moving. A smooth frame rate is important to ensure that you move the way you want. This makes walking more realistic, but it also
allows the player to react properly when he stumbles or when he needs to adjust his balance. I put that 120FPS under running and although sometimes the movement felt too smooth, it didn't give me the advantage I had not to infreence the deliveries of my clumsiness. So while most players don't notice the huge difference between 30 and 60FPS, the amount of options on the
PC port means it's easier than ever to reach a place where you feel comfortable playing. It's also much easier to get to 60FPS, for example, since even I was able to achieve it easily with my mid-range setup. Using other options, such as NVIDIA DLSS (if you have a compatible graphics card) or FidelityFX CAS (if not), allows even lower-level machines to achieve similar
performance. All this ensures that no matter the machine, you can play the game and sometimes even get spectacular performance as a result. Playing Death Stranding on pc is the greatest possible form source: 505 Games This all leads to why I think pc can be the best platform for Death Stranding. It may be the most difficult to play the game because of how much the system
demands, but because of the play on your PC, the risks are worth it. I've been thinking a lot about how you play pc vs console can change your point of view. I I The developer is Sam Barlow of Telling Lies, originally developed on pc, hitting consoles, and how platform change twists that the player participates in the scene. It's a game of eavesdropping on intimate conversations,
and noted that watching them play off their computer monitor is completely different than doing it on TV. I wowed the game PS4, but even more so now that I was sitting directly on my monitor instead of the TV across the room. I used to have that in my head while I was playing Death Stranding on my PC. For example, I could choose the details of cryptbiota, and that the design of
the beetles is actually full of texture that makes eating feel more disgusting. It was much easier to see rocks in the distance that I could swerve to avoid. I could pick up on the subtleties of the actor's performance right, whether it's a change in mood just for the look in their eyes or a little off pieces of body language that tell us more about them before the backstory dump does. At a
more specific level, there's also the difference between the mouse and keyboard and the controller. Death Stranding has a lot of inputs, and with the keyboard you have more options for key binding. This could be confusing for some, but I found myself being able to remember the controls easier on a keyboard since I could have a button for all I wanted to do, which isn't exactly the
case with a controller. However, the PC version allows you to play with a controller so you can still play in any way you feel comfortable. A lot of whether you buy Death Stranding or PC obviously comes down to your platform preference, but there's something that's said to be just a few inches of action on your computer monitor to notice all the little details that were key to the
game, which makes the PC port special. The fact that the game can run on a lot of machines despite the tall specs required means that you can reach even more players. There are some content differences between the two versions. The PC is one of Valve's crossover content, which includes cosmetics, sidequests, and a little backstory that links both Valve and the world of
Death Stranding together. They don't change most of the game's basics, but some cosmetics are fun, and you get a version of Gravity Gloves that allows you to pick up items for 15m. Bottom line: Should you buy Death Stranding on your PC? I understand you don't want to go back to Death Stranding, especially if you've played. It's a huge game in terms of the size of the
landscape you have to cross, the scope of the narrative and how long it is. It's hard and dense, and some of the stories we come across as too pointless to be worthwhile. However, the game is only becoming more relevant in the eight months since its first release the PS4 and that's why it comes out differently. The PC port also manages to be fairly easy to play, even if you don't
have the most powerful machine. Whether you want to experience it for the first time or want to replay it on another platform (the Half-Life and Portal tie-ins on PC don't change much of the game's base, but it's charming though), there's something here for you. In 2019, a PC port came out to the Death Stranding pc port for the PS4, but the PC port looks like the final version of the
game. If you haven't played this title yet, you might want to try it on your PC. Pc.
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